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previously appeared in journals. In examining the several hundred illustra-
tions in the book, it is refreshing to find a succession of diagrams, line
drawings, and halftones prepared according to various techniques. The
subtle and harmonious contrasts to be observed offer a pleasant change
from the conspicuously unvarying style that one sometimes finds in a large
collection of illustrations prepared by a single individual. The pictures,
often in color, are clear, vigorous, and not too elaborate. An impression of
depth and texture is given without excessive use of shading. The labels,
almost entirely in Latin, are beautifully executed.
The utility and professional excellence of the dissections, and of their
interpretation, by Dr. Anson and his colleagues and pupils continue a high
standard. The dissections are realistic rather than idealized, are arranged
on a regional basis, and are often progressive. Most pages include at least
a few lines of textual explanation and comment. Due attention has been
given to the portrayal of anatomical variations. This reviewer particularly
enjoyed two pages of diagrams and text explaining some of the terminology
applied to muscles.
The table of contents (more than 12 pages) and index (14 pages) are
sufficiently detailed and are organized both regionally and alphabetically.
Format, printing, paper, and binding are excellent.
This book will be useful to students, teachers, and practitioners of
medicine.
THOMAS R. FORBES
THE NATURE OF THE BACTERIAL SURFACE. Edited by A. A. Miles and
N. W. Pirie. Springfield, Ill., Charles C Thomas, 1950. vii + 179 pp. $3.00.
This volume is a record of the proceedings of a symposium held by the
Society for General Microbiology in London in April, 1949. The papers,
nine in number, are reproduced in full together with discussions. The con-
tributions are chiefly British, though there is representation from American,
French, and Netherlands laboratories.
Topics covered include investigation of bacterial surfaces by antigenic
analysis, biochemical methods, osmotic studies, and adsorption of bacterio-
phage. Other papers deal with capsule formation in the pneumococcus and
the question of the relation of flagella to motility. Included with the papers
are twelve excellent plates made from electron micrographs.
These papers are highly detailed and technical. While of considerable
interest to the microbiologist, this book is rather too specialized for more
than a cursory glance by one whose interests are chiefly clinical.
W. McN.
BIOMETRICAL GENETICS. By K. Mather. New York, Dover Publications,
Inc.., 1949. ix + 158pp. $3.50.
In a small book intended only for the advanced student or worker in the
field, Dr. Mather has given a rather neat, though admittedly incomplete,
coverage of the statistics of continuous variation based on a theory of
summation of polygenes, which is the field of biometrical genetics. The
historical and philosophical development of biometrical genetics is briefly
reviewed. Next, the determination of a suitable metric scale, in the absence
of adequate theoretical considerations, is covered. Then, probably the most
important result of biometrical genetics is discussed: the partition of varia-
tion into fixable and unfixable (according as they are utilizable in theBOOK REVIEWS 159
selection of true breeding strains) heritable variation, and non-heritable
(environmental) variation. Finally, the effects and tests of linkage, the
estimation of the number of effective factors, and the speed of advance
under selection are considered.
Many of the formulae presented are clearly derived from fairly elemen-
tary statistical considerations, and related formulae are usually nicely tabled.
All methods of analysis are cogently presented, and suggestions as to the
future development of methods are given. The limitations of all individual
methods, of biometrical genetics in general, and of this book in particular
are all well stated by the author, something very necessary to the user of
unfamiliar statistical method. This book is written for a limited audience,
but will probably be highly welcomed by that audience.
R. G.
THE MERCK MANUAL, 8TH EDITION. Rahway, N. J., Merck and Com-
pany, 1950. 1570 pp. $5.00.
The first seven editions have proved the worthiness of this pocketsized
compendium of medical information. The eighth edition, completely re-
written, is not likely to be any less well received than its predecessors, for
in its many, full-packed, thin sliced pages there is veritable encyclopedic
coverage of clinical and laboratory topics. Much new material has been
added which will increase the usefulness of this volume. As before, there are
sections on diseases and major symptoms with the emphasis on diagnosis
and therapy. It is in the latter that the editors have erred on the side of
dogmatism, for in those conditions in which a considerable difference exists
in regard to therapeutic regimes, only one plan is given and the contro-
versies not indicated (a case in point is the discussion of the management
of diabetic coma). In appropriate conditions the pathology and physiology
are adequately discussed to provide the necessary background for rational
therapy. A helpful feature is the thumb index which allows one to turn
immediately to the several sections. There are many cross-references and a
complete index. Prescriptions are included at the end of each section with
proprietary preparations plainly labeled as such. Alternate and commercially
competitive products are also listed. For those wishing a portable medical
library, The Merck Manual comes closest to what the doctor ordered.
W. F. S.
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE. Claude
Bernard. New York, Henry Schuman, Inc., 1949. $3.00.
The rapid gains of experimental biology more than adequately document
the efficacy of the scientific method. There were investigators before
Bernard who reasoned in a similar manner and planned experiments
accordingly, but it was Bernard who crystallized the concept and proceeded
to demonstrate by his own investigations the wealth of information which
could be gained by methodical "questioning" of the living organism. It was
his opinion that life is based on physico-chemical phenomena and that
eventually living and non-living would be found to obey the same physico-
chemical laws. The relationships of parts of the living organism are more
complex than those of the non-living and demand that the complex
phenomena of life be dissociated into more and more simple phenomena
which are amenable to analysis. The method of analysis is always the same:
the hypothesis is formulated; the interrelated phenomena of life are altered